Summer Review Packet - 2017
AP Physics 2

Objective: Welcome to the exciting and challenging World of year 2 in AP Physics. There are five parts
to your summer assignment. They are all easy tasks that are usually taken care of during the first couple
of weeks of school. By completing these tasks over the summer we will be able to start doing physics on
day 1. The first assignment requires you to join the Google Classroom group. The next two assignments
require you to read something, sign it, have the adult responsible for you sign it, and turn it in the first day
of school. The last two assignments give you a chance to review skills from last year before ask you to
build on them in the coming year.
AP Physics 2 is equivalent to a one semester College course in algebra-based physics. These topics are
usually covered after a semester course on Classical Mechanics. In AP Physics 2, students will engage in
topics beyond Classical Mechanics including principles of fluids, thermodynamics, electricity, magnetism,
optics, and topics in modern physics. In addition to the chance to earn College Credit, the Course is
designed to prepare you for calculus-based physics courses. You must be fully committed to the course.
Most students will need to invest an average of one hour each day outside of class Working on physics.
Many students taking AP Physics, accustomed to earning "A's" without too much work, find they are
challenged just to earn a "B." AP Physics 2 is a rewarding Course, and will prepare you well for college.
I recommend working through this packet with NO assistance to see where you stand regarding the
material. After you work through it once, you are encouraged to seek assistance to review/re-learn. There
are a lot of great resources online to help you. Here are a few that I recommend:

The Physics Classroom http://www.physicsclassroom.com
APlus Physics http://www.aplus.physics.com
MIT Open Courseware http://oCW.mit.edu/high-School/physics
Learn AP Physics WWW.learnapphysics.com/apphysicsb/index.html
Dolores Gende http://apphysicsb.Homestead.com
Hippo Campus Physics http://classic.hippocampus.org/
Physics Bowles Physics: http://bowlesphysics.com/apphysicsb.htm

You are expected to complete this packet prior to the first day of your AP class. Please bring Parts 1-5 on
the first day of class. If you have any questions you can post to me on Google Classroom or email me at
mdipaolo@twpunionschools.org
I am looking forward to a great year in AP Physics 2 - Mr. DiPaolo

Summer Assignment Checklist:
1. Part 1: Join Google Classroom-page 3
O Login to your School account
O Join with Code: 6octsl
2. Part 2: Syllabus-page 5
O Read syllabus
O Sign Syllabus Receipt Form on page 5
O Have the adult responsible for you sign and fill in their contact information.
3. Part 3: Safety Contract-page 7
O Read safety contract
O Sign safety contract on page 8
O Have the adult responsible for you sign and fill in their contact information
4. Part 4: Math Review — pages 11-12
O Complete the math review
O Complete the Mechanics Review

Union High School: AP Physics 2 Syllabus 2017-2018
GENERAL INFORMATION
Instructor: Michael DiPaolo

Room: D220

Textbooks:
o Giancoli Physics, 6th ed.
Course Web Site: Enrolling in our Google Classroom Site is in step 2. All proprietary work including class
notes will be posted on our Google Classroom Page. Curricular resources, reminders, and due dates will
be posted on these resources, please use them.
COURSE OVERVIEW
Goals: Course goals include developing each student's intuition, creativity, and investigative skills to do
the following (abbreviated from the 2014 College Board AP Physics 2 Course Description):
●

Develop a high level understanding of AP Physics 2 foundational physics principles in the context
of the Eight Big Ideas (see below).
● Relate and apply physics knowledge to real world scenarios to become scientifically literate
citizens
● Work in the laboratory to implement, design, and analyze laboratory-based experiments for at
least 25 percent of instructional time
● Engage in inquiry-based laboratory investigations a Develop communication skills by recording
evidence of research (laboratory and literature based) in verbal, written, and graphic
presentations
● Develop written and oral scientific argumentation skills
● And of course...pass the College Board AP Physics 2 exam with a "3" or better
Teaching Methodologies:
Students working both individually and collaboratively are required to synthesize information, formulate
hypotheses, plan and implement data collection strategies, interpret and analyze data, develop and
implement models, engage in scientific questioning, evaluate arguments, reach conclusions, present and
defend their conclusions through multiple forms of communication, and connect and relate knowledge
across domains. Readings from the textbook are supplemented with online resources. Homework
reinforces concepts covered in class and prepares students for laboratory experiences. The course
consists of 7 units (see outline below) with at least one summative assessment per unit. The class
normally meets five days per week, for 42 minutes each session. Generally, one to two class periods per
week are allotted to laboratory or laboratory-related activities.
Course Description and Sequence:
AP Physics 2 is the result of a substantial course redesign splitting the formerly offered AP Physics B
Course into a two year Course. AP Physics 2 is suitable for a second year physics student who was
proficient in all standards taught in AP Physics 1 and is equivalent to a one semester Course in algebra
based physics that explores fluids, thermodynamics, PV diagrams, probability, electrostatics, electric
circuits, magnetic fields, electromagnetism, physical and geometric optics, and quantum, atomic, and
nuclear physics. The course scope and sequence is outlined in the table on the following page.

Course Sequence:

First Half
-

Second Half

Review of AP 1 (~ 1 week)
Fluids (~3 weeks)
Thermodynamics (~4 weeks)
Electrostatics (~4 weeks)
Circuits DC (~1 week)

-

Circuits RC (~2 weeks)
Electromagnetism (~ 5 weeks)
Optics (~ 5 weeks)
Atomic and Nuclear (~4 weeks)
Review (~ 2 weeks)

The timing of the units will depend on student progress. Our class is structured to ensure that students
have some ability to self pace. Students striving for a 5 should plan to be proficient in DC Circuits before
winter break.

Materials:
1. Notebook with folder/ or a binder
2. Pencils
3. Pens
4. Calculator (graphing recommended)
Grading Policy:
AP Physics 2 is on a points based grading system. This means that all assignments, quizzes, tests, and
labs have the same weight. A 50 point test will be worth the same as two 20 point labs or five 10 point
homework assignments. This gives students a chance to not have to rely on a single assignment or test
to pass the class.

Late/incomplete
The ultimate goal of this class is for students to master College level algebra-based physics. Multiple
opportunities for demonstrating mastery are available in class with the final grade to reflect mastery of
course objectives. If a student does not master the material before the class moves on to a new topic,
these opportunities remain available in tutoring. Late work is accepted for reduced points.

Class Expectations:
We Will all Work hard together and pursue learning with passion. We are accountable to each other to be
prepared, to participate fully, to take risks and ask questions, to listen and consider, and to debate with
reason and reasonableness. While maintaining academic integrity at all times, we will encourage and aid
each other appropriately. Our goal is for everyone to be prepared to pass the AP Exam. To help us
succeed, here are my expectations:
1.

Be respectful - Respect yourself, others, and all property. Remember that the goal of our
environment is to learn as a community.
2. Do your best every day - Come to class prepared with materials, complete homework,
and a mind ready to learn. While in the classroom, do your best to be collaborative,
diligent, and engaged every day. Follow classroom routines to minimize lost or disrupted

learning time.
3. Maintain Our "safe Zone" for learning - Learning occurs through experience that often
includes mistakes, questions, misconceptions, and misunderstandings. Please remember
that Our class room is a safe environment for everyone physically, mentally, and
emotionally. Hold everyone in our class to a high standard with regard to Support and
Collegiality.

Further advice:
Ask questions and study. Please don't fall behind. I recommend you form study groups to help
each other stay accountable. Seek help and attend tutorials for individual assistance.
Remember that everyone learns at a different pace; come see me if you feel over or under
whelmed at any point in time.
Consequences:
Maintaining a learning environment conducive to learning is critical, and consequences will be
assigned as needed in accordance with UHS policy when a student's actions disrupt this
environment. Consequences will correlate with undesirable behavior and may include: verbal
warning, seat change, possible detention, parent/guardian contact, discipline referral,
counselor/assistant principal conference, or alternative forms as needed.

Technology:

Technology: Physics students are expected to care for all technologies utilized in the room.
Please do not download without permission or change settings on classroom computers or
other technologies. Cell Phones, PDA's, and other personal electronic devices are often used in
class when appropriate and to enhance learning. Personal electronic devices that are distracting
to the student or class will be taken up in accordance with district and school policy.

AP Physics 2 Syllabus Receipt Form
Please sign and return on the first day of school

Student Name:__________________________________________________________
Parents'/Guardians' Name(s):______________________________________________
Best Contact Information (phone/e-mail):_____________________________________
I have received and read the syllabus for AP Physics 1:
Parent
Signature:_________________________________________________________
Student
Signature:_________________________________________________________

Part IV: Math

Part 1

Part 2
Complete the following problems on a separate sheet of paper, showing ALL work for each question. These
are challenging questions using Newton’s Laws of Motion and the principles of uniform acceleration.

1. A cart of unknown mass is attached to a 2.2 kg mass
hanging over the edge of a table as shown. The cart
accelerates at 3.0 m/s2. (Ignore friction.) What is the
mass of the cart?
A. 1.2 kg
B. 5.0 kg
C. 6.6 kg
D. 7.2 kg
E. 8.4 kg

2. Three blocks, A, B and C, each of the same mass, m = 3 kg, are suspended
from a frictionless pulley, by a light string, as shown. Find the acceleration of
the system and the values of the tensions T1 and T2.

3. When the frictionless system shown right is
accelerated by an applied force of magnitude 100
N, what is the tension in the string between the
blocks?

4. What force F applied parallel to the incline would
make the 15 kg block shown below move at a
constant speed up the incline?

5. A worker pulls horizontally on a rope that is attached to a 10-kg crate resting on a rough floor. The
coefficients of static and kinetic friction are 0.5 and 0.3, respectively. The worker pulls with a force of 40 N.
What is the frictional force exerted by the surface on the crate?
6. A 300-kg box rests on a platform attached to a
forklift, shown above. Starting from rest at time =
0, the box is lowered with a downward
acceleration of 1.5 m/s2.
(a) Determine the upward force exerted by the
horizontal platform on the box as it is lowered.
At time t = 0, the forklift also begins to move
forward with an acceleration of 2 m/s2 while
lowering the box as described above. The box does
not slip or tip over.
(b) Determine the frictional force on the box.
(c) Given that the box does not slip, determine the
minimum possible coefficient of friction between
the box and the platform.

7. Two masses are connected together by a rope and pulley
on a frictionless inclined plane as shown to the right. When
the system is released, what is the initial acceleration of the 21
kg mass?

8. A 65 N force is applied to a 5.0 kg object as
shown. The coefficient of kinetic friction between
the object and the horizontal surface is 0.25. (a)
Draw and label a free body diagram showing the
forces acting on the object. (b) What is the normal
force (c) force of kinetic friction? (d) What is the
acceleration of the object?

